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More Similarities

Begin to Appear —
ASSOCIATE George D. Fawcett of

Lincolnton, North Carolina, has
brought to our attention another case of
similarities between reported ap
pearances of UFOs. In our March/April
1983 INTERNATIONAL UFO
REPORTER we reported a sighting
(under LETTERS) which involved a
long tubular object seen in the rural
foothills of northern Colorado on
September 1, 1976. Mr. Fawcett shares
with us the following report sent to him
by Victor R. Devereaux of Badin, North
Carolina. Mr. Fawcett points out that
the "two sketches have their similarities.
Both were about l/5th as wide as they
were long and both were seen in broad
daylight at about the same time in the
morning. Both objects were silent and
seen by reliable eye-witnesses."

The following quotations are from
the written report by Mr. Devereaux:

"Some few years ago, I saw the
UFO depicted by the accompanying
sketch. I have forgotten the date, but I
can find it by finding an Albermarle,
North Carolina STANLY NEWS AND
PRESS newspaper clipping.

"I observed this chrome-colored,
tubular, silent object on Sunday morn
ing at about 10:30 AM in a sunny,
clear, cloudless sky. I was hanging wet
laundry, facing west and the sun was to
my left rear, or east. The sky was very
blue. The Spring temperature was mild.
As I hung up an item and looked up to
the clothes line, I saw movement to the
high right. I turned my head 50 degrees
to the right and to the sky and saw a
silver-colored, tubular object sliding
through the sky from my right flank,
across my entire range of front view, to
my left flank and on until it was out of
sight in the distance. The entire sighting
took approximately three minutes of
continuous viewing and scanning.

Victor R. Devereaux of Badin, North Carolina, sketched the above design to
represent what he saw movingacross the sky at about 10:30 AM at Badin on a date
available by researching an Albermarle, NC, STANLY NEWS AND PRESS
newspaper.

The above sketch is based upon description given by the witness of a sighting at
10:35 AM on September 1, 1976 in a rural area of the foothills in northern
Colorado. Details are on page 16 of the INTERNATIONAL UFO REPORTER Vol
8, No. 2.

"The shape and configurations were
clearly and definitely as shown in the
sketch. The elevation and speed were
constant and level, reminding me of a
railroad tank-car 'shunted' by an engine
and released, allowing it to slide, roll or
coast, inexorably and silently forward.

"I listened, intently, to hear any
related engine roar or propulsion
sound. It was silent.

"Fully aware of explanations and
accusations of hallucinations, hysteria,
mirages, weather balloons, etc, and
failure, clinically to scan, to examine,
and to inspect (visually) the object, and
being very familiar with all manner of

civilian and military aircraft, I, painstak
ingly and beginning at the leading point
and moving toward the rear, scanned it,
yard by yard, looking for any normal
recognizable features. There were:

"No obvious methods of propul
sion.

No windows, port holes or observa
tion facilities.

No sound.

No doors or hatches were evident.
No landing gear or appurtenances.
No wings or tail surfaces.
No attachments.

No change of speed or direction.
(continued on page 7, column 3)
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Letters

Editor:

(In response to your publication of
the comments of Charles Wilhelm
regarding your report of my photograph
and the report of my sighting in the
August/September 1983 issue, I
carried the picture from Colorado
around with me constantly since taking
it in 1977 and never once said "Hey!
Look at what I've got!!" or "Look at this
UFO!" Personally, I couldn't care less
what ANYBODY says or implies or
what the GSW (Ground Saucer Watch)
professionally says concerning the
photo. The point is, / know what I
saw. That is to say, I saw what
appeared and took a picture of it. As to
what it was, I doubt that I will ever
know. I need NO publicity. I've got no
use for it. I do NOT make my living
promoting such events, so I see nothing
gained by pushing this on anyone
else . . .

As far as the "clinical analysis" of
the photograph is concerned, in the
numerical listing: Item #5: How was
the slight depression determined if the
image was found to be flat and devoid
of contour? Item #7: Naturally, there
was a "light halo" around the object.
The humidity was of sufficient
proportions to produce a "sun dog" on
even the most "identifiable" small
aircraft when in the sunlight.

Item #10 is the one I have the most
trouble with. As far as the size and
clarity of the image are concerned, since
all of the coverage lately. I was
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prompted to investigate possibilities. In
the field of physics, it is theoretically
possible for an object of appreciable size
to appear transparent as a result of
accelerated vibrations. I was told that if
a photograph was taken at the exact
time of acceleration, the result would be
a "uniform blur" and no indication of

speed whatsoever.
I think that speculation can be a

wonderful thing if not used to excess.
So, with that I will say in conclusion, as
far as I was ever concerned, the case
was closed in 1977. It seemed to me
that I would never find out what it was I
actually saw, so I kept the photo as a
souvenir. If I were selling, it would
bother me if no one was buying. As it
stands, it is my experience; my photo;
and my memory ... I'm not telling you
to believe me. I don't have a hidden
message. And, I am in NO WAY
embarrassed to tell what happened to
anyone! ... I do not have an axe to
grind. I just hope that somewhere along
the line, these people (recognize) this
information for what it is: simply more
information. It was never anything else.

James R. Leming
Great Falls, Montana

Dear Mr. Timmerman:

I am belatedly returning your card
and a small contribution toward
furthering the Center's work. I feel that
CUFOS and Dr. Hynek have done
much to generate interest in study of the
Phenomenon.

I am a member of the St. Louis
UFO Study Group, as well as MUFON,
and try to stay current with the
developments. I am also very impatient
with progress being made. Nothing
substantive came in the F.O.I.A.
material. Media interest is nil or nega
tively biased. Also, all governments
treat the subject identically. Is this
because they don't understand the
Phenomenon and wish they did, or do
they understand it and wish they didn't?
Or, some of both? I'm damned if /
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know. I think it is too important to
ignore and certainly too intriguing. I do
not believe getting organized and lobby
ing will be productive, either. So, I'll just
go on wondering.

Walter L. Palmer

St. Louis, Missouri

Editor:

The ASSOCIATE NEWSLETTER

for August/September includes a
reference to a UFO shape on Page 1
and (you asked for) other unreported
sightings with possibly this shape.

In the last batch of photostated
material received from the FUND FOR
UFO RESEARCH, pages 149 and 152,
there are sketches which I suggest might
be considered similar to that in the

NEWSLETTER.
H.E. Hagland

Ithaca, New York
(Ed. Note: ASSOCIATE Haglund
very kindly sent along the sketch to
which he refers and it is produced
here.

This sketch appears on page 149 in
Volume Two of that material and
refers to a series of published
reports of objects reportedly
jamming the communications
systems of two Iranian Phantom jet
fighter planes during September of
1976 over Tehran. For a set of
these papers, writer to FUND FOR
UFO RESEARCH, P.O. Box 277,
Mt. Rainier, MD 20712. Volume
One or Volume Two are available
for $30, $15 of which is tax-
deductible, or both for $55, of
which $30 is tax-deductible. Each
Volume contains 200 pages.)

Give A Unique Holiday Gift

To a friend or family member! Make them a CUFOS
ASSOCIATE of the best kind with your tax-deductible gift
to the Center for UFO Studies. Place your order now. Use
the application form in this issue.
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From the Foreign Press . . .

West Germany . . .

Excitement Chasing A
Mysterious Flying Object

This photograph of an unidentified fly
ing object was taken at Nurnberg, West
Germany, April 29, 1983 and was
reportedly observed from the ground
and from an aircraft flying at over
40,000 ft.

(The following news item appeared in
TRIERISCHER VOLKSFREUND No.

99 on Friday, April 29, 1983. Trier,
West Germany, is located on the Mosel
River just east of the Luxemburg
border. The sighting occurred near
Nurnburg, West Germany, apparently
on Tuesday and Wednesday, April 26
and 27, 1983. The English translation
has been, provided to CUFOS by Almut
Shanafield. Any additional information
regarding this report will appear in
future issues of ASSOCIATE NEWS
LETTER.)

For two days, a UFO was seen over
Nurnberg.

Our picture shows a puzzling flying
object magnified 200 times.

The picture was taken by an ama
teur astronomer, Walter Schwarz.

The bright object could be seen with
the naked eye during the day. Eckard
Pohl, the astronomer at the Nurnberg
Observatory, announced that the object
could be seen on the west side of Nurn

berg. Two days later, before the sky
became overcast, it was south of the
city. The first day, not too much notice
of the object was taken, but when the
object was still there, the next day
(Wednesday), the Bavarian radio
station, together with the director of the
airport, hired a Lear jet and tried to
chase after it.

They reached an altitude of 12,300
meters and, with a lot of effort, took
pictures of the UFO. The distance be
tween the plane and the object was still
too great, but they figured it was twice
as high as they were. From the ground,
looking at it without a telescope, it was
approximately the size of a thumbnail.

Pohl explains that on Wednesday
afternoon he tracked the UFO with his

telescope which had a 150 magnifica
tion. It was shaped like a deformed
pyramid with a pointed top. There was
an uneven reflection of sunlight. A very
strong reflection appeared to be at the
top of the object. The rest of the object
had the appearance of translucent foil.
It seemed to be rotating. At the top
there were two bars projected upward
— one thicker and one twice as long
and thinner. According to Pohl, the
object was flying at an altitude of 23
kilometers. He calculated this from the

sighting given him from two weather
stations. With these calculations and the

magnification, it was estimated that the
object had a spread of at least 100 to
200 meters.

The air patrol, civil and military,
could not give any explanations and
suggested it was perhaps a research
balloon. However, Pohl believes it was
a military research object, perhaps from
another country. •
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Brazil. . .

Rio de Janeiro

1970 Photograph
Termed Streetlamp

The jury has announced its verdict.
A majority decision indicates that the
"object" which appeared in a tourist-
time photograph of a street scene in Rio
de Janeiro, Brazil on January 29,
1970 by a Uruguayan professor of
socioeconomics must have been a

streetlamp.
In the June/July issue of the

ASSOCIATE NEWSLETTER you saw
a copy of the photograph in which a
disc-shaped dark image appears in the
sky mid-street between rows of
buildings. The photographer does not
remember seeing the object in question
and the exact address where the
photograph was taken has not been
located to verify the determination.
However, prints were made available
to William H. Spaulding of Ground
Saucer Watch for computer photo
graphic analysis at the request of Dr.
Willy Smith, the CUFOS investigator of
this case.

The report from Mr. Spaulding
includes the following comments.

"All major modes of enhancement
techniques were utilized, including:
color contouring (density slicing), edge
enhancement filtering, hi-resolution,
distance factoring, etc.

"Assuming that a 50mm lens was
utilized for the filming, (the object
subtends) approximately 3 degrees.

"Shadows on the dome portion of
the object are different than those on
the building facades on the left hand
side of the photo.

"If the object is truly distant, then its
size is immense. (Examination of edge
distortion of the object and the buildings
indicates that) the object is close to the
camera and not a large distant object."

In conclusion, GSW Photographic
Consultant Fred Adrian and Mr.

Spaulding note that since a first
generation copy or the original are not
available for examination and the

camera and lens data are missing, they
suggest that the picture could have been
made by suspending a model close to
the camera in the existing scene or by a
simple montage technique consisting of

(continued on page 7, column 2)
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Argentina. . .

Beam of Light with 3 Corners

(Source: Report from an Argentine ufologist and amateur astronomer who
wishes to remain anonymous, based on information from Vice-
Commodore P. The case was included in Jean Bastide's La Memoire des
OVNI (Mecure de France, 1978), pp. 118-119. Translated by Richard W.
Heiden directly from the original Spanish-language report provided by M.
Bastide.)

The following event dates from about 1965, in the province of Buenos Aires.
The names of the witnesses in the automobile, and the place of the event, were not
provided to me.

One night, an automobile with a couple — both sitting in the front seat — was
driving on a country road. At a certain distance from a tree they noticed that the
engine of the car began to fail, so they soon stopped in front of the tree. Shortly
afterwards, both the husband and the wife noticed a shadow behind the tree, which
could be a UFO.

Then, the supposed UFO EMITTED A LUMINOUS RAY THAT HAD THE
VERY EXTRAORDINARY CHARACTERISTIC OF BEING BENT AT THREE
PLACES, AS MARKED "q" (four places if the beam was aimed horizontally as it
came out of its source — trans). After leaving the UFO, which was apparently sitting
on the ground, the beam rose vertically until bending horizontally to pass over the
treetop, to then descend, and, again going horizontally, pass through the window of
the car and hit the wife on the cheek. I do not know if the window was up or down.

Faced with a certain uneasiness on the part of the wife, her husband told her,
"Keep calm . . . because they are observing us . . ."

According to what the wife revealed afterward, in the area where the supposed
luminous ray struck, "her cheekfelt as ifthey weregentlyfeeling her with fingertips. "

Once these effects were over, the auto could continue on its way.

This sketch was approved by Vice-Commodore P.
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CAUS Appeals
To U.S. Air Force

For FOIA Data

Lawrence Fawcett, assistant
director of Citzens Against UFO
Secrecy, has confirmed that attorney
Peter Gersten, representing the CAUS
group, has filed an appeal with a unit of
the U.S. Air Force for release of
documents pertaining to a reported
UFO event in late December 1980 at a
NATO military base in England.

According to Lt. Fawcett, who is
deputy police chief of the town of
Coventry, Connecticut, the appeal is
directed to the U.S. Air Force 81st
Tactical Fighter Wing, the unit which
shares use of Bentwater British Royal
Air Force Base at Woodbridge in the
eastern part of England, a base for use
by NATO military forces.

As reported in telephone con
versation with Lt. Fawcett shortly prior
to press time for this issue, sworn state
ments by Lt. Col. Charles I. Halt,
deputy commander of the American
component at the base (and a witness to
the sighting), U.S. Brig. Gen. Gordon
Williams, R.A.F. base commander
Squadron Leader Donald Moreland
and a U.S. Air Force security guard
who reportedly investigated the craft,
Lt. Col. Halt described how he and
other officers, estimated to number at
least 200, watched from the base as a
huge red ball exploded and disap
peared, leaving this strange, triangular
craft on the ground only a half a mile
from the NATO base.

Quoting from the signed statement,
"Immediately thereafter, three star-like
objects were noted in the sky. The
objects moved rapidly in sharp, regular
movements and displayed green and
blue lights. The objects to the north
appeared to be elliptical through an 8-
12 power lens. They then turned to full
circles. The objects to the north
remained in the sky for an hour or
more. The object to the south was
visible for two or three hours and
beamed down a stream of light from
time to time. Numerous individuals,
including the undersigned (Charles I.
Halt, Lt. Col., USAF) witnessed the
activities ..."

(continued on page 5, column 1)
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(continued from page 4, column 3)

The following material includes
direct quotations from comments made
by the witnesses named.

As Lt. Col. Halt and the others were
being treated to the extraordinary
display, another craft had landed near a
party sent to investigate.

Security guard Airman Art Wallace
(not his real name) told how he was in a.
convoy of jeeps sent to observe the
strange lights.

"We saw an object. It appeared to
be resting on the ground and looked like
a giant aspirin, It was transparent,"
Wallace said.

"Nearby there was an airman
carrying a radio. Suddenly, we heard a
chopper pilot telling him: 'Her it comes.'

"We looked up and saw a red ball of
light coming toward us from over the
trees. In the distance it looked about
100 ft. high and appeared to be coming
in to land.

"It came right down over the
transparent aspirin on the ground. We
were all mesmerized. All of a sudden,
the red light exploded. The air was filled
with an explosion of colors, all kinds of
colors. We were blinded.

"When the colors died down, we
looked again, and there was a machine
there. It appeared to have a triangular
shape and was covered with pipes and
valves. It was about 20 ft. across at the
bottom, with sloping sides up to the
top, which was about 12 to 15 ft. high,
certainly big enough to handle people."

Wallace, whose real name cannot
be used for security reasons, then told
of the sighting of the aliens as the
security teams approached the ship.

"Suddenly, a green light came on at
the top of the space ship," he said. "It
moved down the sides of the craft until
it reached the level of our heads, then
bounced from the level of one head to
another.

Wallace, now 22, was honorably
discharged from the U.S. Air Force in
June 1981, and has returned to civilian
life.

The U.S. Air Force Department and
the British Ministry of Defense agreed to
cover up the landing and keep it top
secret at the request of Lt. col. Halt.

But two local UFO enthusiasts,
Brenda Butler and Dorothy Street, who
live not far from the base, heard rumors
of the amazing happening ... D
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Micro-Computer
UFO Network

Proposed

Dr. Richard F. Haines, Director of
the newly-informed North American
UFO Federation, has proposed the
development of a network for the
interchange of UFO-related information
between researchers with micro
computers. The large number of UFO
researchers possessing the necessary
equipment makes such a development
a reasonable goal for the near future.
Haines "will be pushing" to set up a
study committee within the Federation
for the standardization of computers
within UFOlogy. "Until then," he says,
"I will be working on my own and in
concert with some others who already
have micros and who want to begin to
share information via telephone lines."
Dr. Haines explains what is involved.

Equipment required: (1) A COM
PUTER, such as Apple II, TRS80, IBM-
PC, Exidy Sorcerer, Osborne, Epson,
Hewlett-Packard, Commodore 64,
etc., using a program that permits the
computer to "communicate" over an
RS-232 interface with other computers
within the same "network." (2) A

iMB**^
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COUPLER or MODEM (either direct or
acoustic type) which connects the com
puter to the commercial telephone line.

Some preliminary working stand
ards: In order for two computers to
communicate with each other via the
telephone, both must agree in advance
upon the data transfer rate (called the
"baud" rate ... for bits per second.
(Haines would recommend 1,200.)
Full-duplex is also recommended, if
one does not need to see on his CRT
screen what is being typed or being sent
out to the other computer. Otherwise,
use half-duplex. This will provide the
user with a duplicate of what is being
sent out... on one's own CRT.

Request for information on poten
tial users: To help assess whether it is
yet feasible to set up a computer net
work within UFOlogy, it is necessary to
know how many computers and related
equipment now exist, along with what
other equipment is available. If you are
interested in setting up a UFO com
puterized information network and have
any or all of the above equipment,
please write and send the relevant infor
mation to: Dr. Richard F. Haines, 325
Langton Avenue, Los Altos, CA
94022. If there is sufficient interest, it
may be possible to take the next step
and form a user's group. Future updates
on this subject will appear in the
ASSOCIATE NEWSLETTER. •
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The CUFOS UFO PHOTO EXHIBIT was on display at the Southcenter Mall in
Seattle, Washington, October 6th through 9th. Many thousands ofpeople visited the
EXHIBIT and IV2 hours of personal sightingreports were tape-recorded by John P.
Timmerman who managed the EXHIBIT engagement. ASSOCIATES are
encouraged to contact the Mall Marketing Managers in their areas for similar
engagements during 1984. Write to CUFOSBusiness Office inLima for details.
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OUT OF THE PAST

Dear CUFOS:

Admittedly, this is not much of a
sighting report. In 1943, we had no idea
that UFOs existed, so I pass this along
simply as a possible matter of interest.

In late 1943 or early 1944 (follow
ing the invasion of Tarawa on Novem
ber 23, 1943), I was on evening duty at
our Argus 16 "C.I.C." (Combat Infor
mation Center) and senior officer pre
sent. We began receiving radar plots on
our plotting board which showed a track
roughly north to south at a range of
some 40 miles to the west of our loca

tion adjacent to Millinix Field (see
sketch).

Since the plots indicated that our
"bogey" was traveling at a speed of
some 750 miles an hour, we were
greatly interested because there was no
known aircraft at that time which could

travel at that speed. It didn't take long
for this bogey to disappear from the
board at such a speed, and we were
conjecturing that this might be some
reconnaisance aircraft (presumably
Japanese, since it displayed no I.F.F.),
when a second and then a third bogey
followed the track of the first across the

board, running at the same apparent
speed.

The "we" to which I refer were per
haps three "plotters" working on the
board and one officer assisting me, as
well as several radarmen transmitting
"blips" right off the tube.

At that time, I entered the
"anomaly" in the log and the following
day asked our chief radar technician to
check out the equipment and possibility
of unusual weather "distortions" such as
temperature inversion, which might
cause the sightings. His reply was
"negative" in both cases.

Virtually the same "tracks" were
repeated for several nights following.
Later, I reported this to NICAP, of
which I was a very early member, but
apparently the experience was not pub
lished. . . .

The experience, however, helped
to make me a true believer in the UFO

phenomenon, which I have been ever
since. Today, after some 40 years, my
own studies and thoughts lead me to
believe that the UFOs are not "space"
travelers, but rather "plane travelers,"
consciously or unconsciously using a
form of projection which carries them
from a nearby or parallel "universe" into
ours, perhaps by an advanced form of
holography. I believe that our plane and
theirs are separated by a "super-thin"
membrane which was accidentally been
penetrated by them (certainly) and by
us (perhaps), countless times and by
them on many occasions intentionally,
as well. This has nothing to do with
religion, but simply a science presently
beyond our ken. Those interested
should read J. B. W. Dunne's great
book on the mathematically postulated
nature of planes beyond ours.

From the beginning, I have felt that
UFO researchers are on the trail of

something very big which I would like to
think can be resolved during my life
time.

Matt Dillingham
Stinson Beach, California•
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Dear Mr. Timmerman:

Last evening we had a couple of
neighbors in for dinner and, during the
course of conversation, I mentioned my
recent report to you.

This prompted my friend, Jack
(who wishes to remain anonymous), to
report his own visual sighting of a UFO.
His report was corroborated by his wife.
This is the first time that he has reported
to any agency and he was actually
enthusiastic about my reporting the
incident to you for him, while he re
mained anonymous. He is profess
ional educator and holds a Doctorate

from Stanford; also he is a retired Air
Force Colonel. (Additional information
regarding credibility was provided.)

The sighting which he reports was
made at rather close range some four to
five years ago (1978 to 1979), after
dark at around 8:00 p.m. when he was
returning home from a late meeting in
San Francisco. From his home he has

an open view of a large body of shallow
salt water known as "Big Lagoon" . . .
(and) has an unobstructed view across
the service road to "Big Lagoon," which
is backed by a spur ridge of Mt. Tamal-
pais . . . some 1200 feet in elevation.

As Jack unpacked the trunk of his
car, he became aware of a lighted object
which had glided silently into the field of
his vision. Since there are numerous

aircraft in the area, both day and night,
he didn't pay too much attention. The
Coast Guard often flies low missions

here.

A few seconds later, he recognized
that the object had come to rest be
tween him and the ridge at an altitude of
about 800 feet and a range of perhaps a
quarter of a mile. Numerous brightly
lighted windows appeared to be strung
out in a line as they would be on an air
craft fuselage viewed from the side.
Witness will not project the idea, how
ever, that what he saw was a cigar-
shaped object. He states that it is con
ceivable that what he saw was numer

ous windows on a more conventional

saucer-shaped object as those windows
followed the periphery of the object. He
can offer no estimate of the size of the

object except that it appeared to be as
large as a (Boeing 747), his sole guide
here being the numerous windows,
since he could not distinguish any
profile, nor could he distinguish "fore
and aft," since there was no visible pilot
compartment.

(continued on page 7. column 1)
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(continued from page 6. column 3)

The object "hovered" for four or
five minutes without moving. There was
no sound. Jack's first reaction was that

he was seeing an aircraft in trouble
because it was too low for reasonable

approach to San Francisco Airport. At
that point, he considered calling the
S.F.O. tower. However, when he
noticed at second glance that the object
was motionless, he realized that the
object could be nothing within his ken
and, therefore, must be a UFO.

In his excitement, he ran back to the
front door of his home, some fifty feet
away from his car, and called his wife,
who quickly appeared in the doorway,
which was brightly lighted. His wife
arrived just in time to see the object
accelerate at an incredible rate and at a

very high angle. This maneuver quickly
lifted the object over the ridge to the
southeast, where it quickly disap
peared. The sudden departure was
accompanied by no noise and by no
color changes.

In my second interview with Jack, I
asked if he felt that possibly he was
being observed (I was not trying to
make a case, but I felt that the question
should be answered early on), and he
stated that such could not be ruled out. I
also asked him if he felt that his run to
his front door and his wife's appearance
there in bright light, might not have
alarmed the object's 'command" and he
replied that he couldn't rule that out
either. At that point we both laughed
and asked each other "just how shy are
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UFO pilots, anyway?" and neither of us
recalled ever having seen a "shyness"
report.

There is nothing in the area of the
sighting which within my knowledge
could have warranted the object's
coming to a halt and hovering as it did.
except for the event of a man's
unloading his car — or simply a general
view of the small community.

Although the object apparently
changed its heading during its climb-
out, Jack notes that he did not notice
any change in the window
configuration. At no time did he notice
any forms, fixed or moving, behind the
windows.

It appears that the object glided in
from about 290 degrees and positioned
itself 020 degrees, T. from the observer.
When it left, it curved its flight path to a
final vector of approximately 065 deg.
T.

M. P. Dillingham
Stinson Beach, California •

(continued from page 3. column 3)

superimposing a photo of the model on
a photo of the street scene.

Lacking the first-hand information
required to support or deny the
Spaulding evaluation, this remains our
best explanation of the photograph.
Experienced eyes termed it a streetlamp
at first viewing. Unless other
contradicting information emerges to
support another explanation, we have a
streetlamp ... or a hoax. I i

page 7

(continued from page 1. column 3)

It was chrome or silver or aluminum

color.

It was estimated to be perhaps
10,000 feet in altitude.

It appeared to be approximately
400 feet in length.

It traveled from NE to SW at Badin.

Stanley County. North Carolina.
Its speed approximated that of con

ventional aircraft, perhaps 500 mph.
It was tubular, like an elongated

railroad tank car and smaller in the mid

dle, like a exercise dumbbell.
No sound reached the ground and it

was a quiet, windless morning.
I am 66 years of age (as of this

writing in 1977). The sighting occurred
perhaps 6 or 7 years ago (1970 or
1971). I am college educated, a retired
Army Captain. I regard myself as being
reserved, not subject to hysteria,
flightiness, hallucinations or an overly-
active imagination not excitable. I con
sider myself realistic and practical.

(Supporting the truthfulness of this
case,) two local individuals confided
that they had observed the same object
at the same time that I saw it."

Other ASSOCIATES may have in
their files similar cases of matching
report and sketch detail. We will ap
preciate receiving copies of such items,
to share with other ASSOCIATES for

the record. •

Send $1.00 for the new CUFOS

catalog of 100 items available
from the Evanston office.
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Nocturnal Triangle
in Chicago
Night Sky

This case will assure those who

wonder why UFOs are only reported in
remote locations that that is not the

case. Here we have a 1981 sighting
investigated by Mark Rodeghier which
may have been observed by others, but
for which we have no corroborating
report to date. Other witnesses please
step forward.

On March 6, 1981, between 1:00
and 1:30 a.m. on West Granville Ave

nue in Chicago, Illinois, the witness, a
35-year-old registered nurse, was lying
in bed, having just retired for the night.
She looked through her bedroom win
dow toward the south and saw a

commercial jet airliner move across her
field of view. This was unusual, because
the plane was low in the sky and flying
from north to south. All other planes
from O'Hare Airport which pass over
this location travel west to east or east to

west. Rodeghier was able to confirm
this, since he lives in that same neigh
borhood.

The witness continued to watch the

sky through the window and, a few
seconds after the airliner passed out of
sight, saw a triangular array of three
lights. The lights were white and were
arranged in the shape of an equilateral
triangle. The strange arrangement of
lights covered a section of the sky about
half the size of the full moon.

So intrigued was she that she
immediately got out of bed, opened the
window and closely observed the

STOP!!!
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strange light configuration. At this point,
she noticed that the triangle of lights was
rotating in a clockwise direction at some
undetermined rate. Also, the three
lights were connected by "spokes," as
indicated in the accompanying diagram,

but she says that she saw no solid ob
ject.

Her estimate of the brightness of the
lights was that those of the jetliner which
had just passed by the window were not
as bright. They were not pulsating or
changing colors and she did not notice
any sound while the event was in pro
gress.

The lights moved at about the same
apparent speed as the jetliner and on
the same flight path. They were out of
view in less than 15 seconds. After they
disappeared from view, the witness
went back to bed and fell easily to sleep.

The investigator evaluates the
witness as well-educated, articulate,
emotionally stable and somewhat fam
iliar with the night sky. She had a casual
interest in UFOs prior to the sighting,
but had not heard of CUFOS. She is an

avid "science fiction" fan.

Possible explanations include an
advertising plane, but normally not at
that time of night. A bright bolide would
not have lasted for 15 seconds descri-

December 1983-January 1984

bable as a rotating triangle of lights. A
helicopter or other aircraft appears to be
unlikely because of the lack of sound
(the witness heard the jet pass over
head) and the formation of lights. While
it cannot be ruled out, the witness does
not appear to have been dreaming or
hallucinating. The description does not
fit an astronomical explanation. There
remains the possibility of a lighted
balloon or a hoax, but no other reports
were received of sightings in that area at
that time and 1:00 a.m. is an unlikely
time to perpetuate such a hoax.

Since no conventional explanation
appears to account for all reported
aspects of the sighting, we can regard
this as an "unknown nocturnal light"
report. •

(continued from page 5, column 1)

They contacted Police Lt.
Fawcett ... of Coventry, Conneticut
and CAUS. He used the Freedom of

Information Act, which permits citizens
to obtain government documents, to get
the Air Force to hand over its reports of
the landing.

Lt. Col. Halt's report said that when
the landing site was investigated during
daylight that day "three depressions IV2
in. deep and seven inches in diameter
were found where the object had been
sighted on the ground." Before his
report, Lt. Col. Halt confided in
Squadron Leader Moreland, who said:

"I know Col. Halt well and respect
him and I fully believe he was telling the
truth.

"Whatever it was, it was able to
perform feats in the air that no known
aircraft is capable of doing." he said. •
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